The Most
Anticipated
Blockchain Network
The world's first decentralised and permissionless ecosystem offers the Blockchain
stream various opportunities and innovations, attracting developers, innovators, artists,
businesses, and other stakeholders. Sliceledger offers a number of communities to join,
develop, and grow.

Our Objectives
Slice Chain is a Blockchain platform that offers numerous use cases and is affordable,
scalable, adaptable, secure, auditable, and cross-chain interactive.
• Constructing financial systems that might offer a quicker confirmation and less
transaction fees, scalable and financially sound transactional system.
• Developing non-fungible tokens and assets that may be used with smart contracts
to function across the ecosystem for Blockchain.
• To create a decentralised ecosystem with interoperability for Crosschain and
Swap Protocols, abilities to integrate numerous applications and Blockchains.
• Delivering a fluid user experience to reduce the complexity of procedures based on
Blockchain and transactions to allow users of different ages to access the Slice platform.

These claims apply to current and upcoming advances made by
Sliceledger with the assistance of the open-source community and a group
of developers from the Slice family to serve and give cutting-edge codebase and
technological implementation for the enhancement of the industry's present technology
environment in relation to Blockchain. The components of the eco-system for the
Slice chain may improvise, including development support scheduling.

Proof-of-play Consensus
Data storage in peer-to-peer (P2P) games in a perfect applications scenario for
blockchain. However, suffering from high transaction cost and latency, proof-of-work
(PoW) becomes the bottleneck of blockchain games. Many attempts have been
made to overcome various limitations of blockchain for P2P games, but many of
them require modifying the game itself to be compatible with a blockchain solution.
These overheads often bring new undesirable results to deal with. In this SliceLedger
blockchain, we propose Proof-of-Play, a novel consensus model, to address these
issues with a blockchain naturally integrated with P2P games, with minimum
intervene to the game. The ultimate goal is to create a secure and fully
decentralized architecture to transform a game being community-sustainable.

Breakdown of PoP System Design
There are two system components to realize the properties of PoP:
(1) The integrity of the data representing the act of play
(2) The block writing process is an act of play
The first property corresponds to the data integrity of the P2P gaming architecture,
and the second property corresponds to the PoP blockchain. Assume a game of
chess for player group A and player group B. The players finished their game and
form a consensus on their game result as game data. Then one of the players of
each group broadcasts the game data to the blockchain. The PoP will validate
the game data integrity and rate the game for each game. The rating process
then determines if any player can be a candidate block’s writer. In this figure,
a player in Group B will be a candidate block’s writer, and then the player
successfully writes the next block to the blockchain. Note that the game data need
not be a game result, but could be a state of a game at any point of time.
Game Data Integrity By keeping the integrity of the game data, the act of play is
then a valid representation. In this section, we will focus on assuring the data
integrity from players’ collusion. Other problem will be discussed the consensus
game data is formed based on an agreement of the players in a game. However,
a malicious party can forge a game result that is beneficial for everyone to agree
with, and then the game result will simply be an outcome of players’ collusion
instead of an act of play. Thus, the game data integrity of the blockchain is
compromised. Although this is not the best interest of a node in a PoP blockchain,
the following technique is proposed to reduce the risk of such collusion.

Block Writing Procedure With the process above, the integrity of the game data is
secured and the act of the play is presented. Then, the last step is to ensure the block
writing procedure is an act of play, so that the blockchain integrates into a P2P game
naturally. The design of the block writing procedure is shown in figure 3, and is
corresponding to the "Proof-of-Play" block. Firstly, to realize the block writing process
as an act of the play, one has to evaluate if the player of the game is paying enough
effort. So, for a player to become a candidate block’s writer, the player must have paid
enough effort in the game data the player is presented in. Then, after the list of
candidate blocks’ writer are established, one candidate block’s writer has to be
selected as the final block writer for the next block. (Note that the term
"competitive player" in figure indicates the player is the representative of the game.
This is to enforce the rule "the act of play" being the consensus of the blockchain
as mentioned. The final block writing process is designed to be probabilistic to
reduce collision in the blockchain network, known as a fork. Fork stated that some of
the nodes of the blockchain recognize a node as the next block writer, while other
nodes recognize another node as the next block writer. If the block writing process
is deterministic, it will function the same as "Evaluating Playing Effort" due to the
nature of PoP. Then:

(1) If average (majority of) players can normally pass the evaluation, there will be
too many valid block writers.
(2) If only good players can normally pass the evaluation, this is an unfair advantage
to lower-skilled players

Even if the evaluation is dynamically adjusted according to the individual’s ability,
the result of the adjustment will be classified between one of the two cases above
(too easy / hard to pass), thus a deterministic approach is not feasible. Note that
the probabilistic selection process is not part of the mining. The mining has already
happened at the process of "Evaluating Playing Effort", and the probabilistic selection
works similarly to a random access protocol in the Data Link Layer of the OSI model. It
is to avoid a burst in a number of candidate blocks’ writer that massively forking the
blockchain network. So, the act of play of the players is still where the blockchain
nodes agree to form a consensus with. In the current PoP design, the evaluation is
adjusted according to the player’s ability. This provides a fair chance for everyone to
pass through the evaluation stage with enough effort of their ability. With the
proposed PoP process, a block writing procedure with minimum intervene to the
P2P gaming system is designed.

Slice Token
Sliceledger promises to offer an accommodating platform that may be utilised for
digital asset development, trading, and transfer. The Slice currency is introduced for
ease of transfer and fluidity throughout the community to regulate the barter or
transfer of value among parties for any of these purposes. Slice coin is designed to
eliminate these anomalies and provide a scalable model. By using Slice as a native
token for transactions, the ecosystem can be maintained. A stablecoin can be used
as an arbitrage for trade, evidence of dealing or storing.
For any token, NFT, or smart contract generated on the Slice platform, transaction
costs [gas] can be paid with Slice coins
Slice is a Native Token, and its supply is limited to 100,000,000 Slice coins. The full
supply is made accessible for audibility and use at main-net launch whether it
is pre-mined or pre-minted.

In order for stablecoin to serve as a bridge between the fiat and cryptocurrency worlds,
stablecoin minting and tokenization feature a proof-of-asset concept where each
stablecoin is backed by fiat under institutional custody and the value of stablecoin is
directly proportional to the amount it has under the custody.
To guarantee the stability of finances secured by the value of the US dollar for the
customers who want to secure their investments in US dollars and remove their assets
from the market's turbulence using stable currency.

Slice Docker
Slice Docker is a platform that allows anyone to build their own tokens and smart
contracts using our SLICE Docker ecosystem and gain financial and logistical
sovereignty by joining the SLICE Blockchain family.
As it was created and improved on the basis of the EVM [Ethereum Virtual Machine],
which is compatible with every other Blockchain that uses POS [Proof-Of-Stake]
consensus, Slice Docker is a Fully Transparent and Auditable Platform. In addition to
transactions and tokenization, Docker may support a wide range of applications by
integrating other smart contacts.
For the benefit of the art sector and to provide users with facilities that are prepared
for the future, the platform is also compatible with creating and transacting NFTs
[Non-Fungible Tokens] based on the ERC-721 protocol. It is a platform that is highly
adaptable and can be integrated with other programmes utilising APIs and customised
methods to increase the cross-chain integration of the entire Slice Ecosystem's
elasticity and usefulness

Although anybody can use Slice's Docker to construct their own cryptoassets and NFTs,
in order for the token to be listed in the Slice ecosystem, the project and its codebase
must first be vetted and approved by peers before it can be placed in our exchange,
wallet, or exploration platform.
Anytime there is a question, the paperwork must be submitted again for peer review.
If the documentation and codebase are determined to be defective, the application is
denied and cannot be published in Slice's ecosystem in order to reduce the danger of
fraud; nonetheless, an independent user may still use the token in their environment.

Slice Chain
& EVM Mechanism
On top of the EVM [Ethereum Virtual Machine] architecture, the codebase and
technological foundation of the Slice ecosystem are developed and adapted. We
at Slice therefore warmly encourage the entire Ethereum network community to build,
develop, and integrate on the Slice Platform.

Following are some details regarding EVM based on the sources
mentioned in ethereum.org

| Ethereum Virtual Machine(EVM)
The physical instantiation of the EVM cannot be pointed to in the same way that one
may refer to a cloud or an ocean wave. The EVM exists as a single entity that is
maintained by hundreds of connected computers running an Ethereum client.
All Ethereum accounts and smart contracts are housed within the Ethereum protocol,
which was created specifically to maintain the continuous, uninterrupted, and
immutable operation of this unique state machine. Ethereum has one and only
one "canonical" state at any given point in the chain, and the EVM establishes the
guidelines for calculating a new valid state from block to block.

| Prerequisites
Understanding the EVM requires at least a rudimentary acquaintance with terms used
in computer science, such as bytes, memory, and a stack. Understanding cryptography
and Blockchain principles like hash function, proof of work, and the Merkle tree would
be beneficial.

| From Ledger to State Machine
Blockchain networks like Bitcoin, which allow a decentralised currency to use basic
cryptographic technologies, are frequently compared to "distributed ledgers."
The regulations that specify what can and cannot be done to modify the ledger are
what cause the cryptocurrency to function like a "regular" currency. An address cannot,
for instance, spend more Bitcoin than it has previously received. With nearly identical
obvious rules, Ethereum's native currency, ETH (Ether), also has the ability to perform
a more potent function known as smart contracts. A more elaborate analogy is needed
for this more complex feature. Rather than a distributed ledger, Ethereum is a distributed
state machine. The state of Ethereum is a sizable data structure that can run any
machine code and holds not only all accounts and balances but also a machine state
that can vary from block to block in accordance with predefined rules.The EVM specifies
the particular guidelines for changing state from one block to another.

1.1 Ethereum State Transition Function
Like a mathematical function, the EVM responds to an input by producing a deterministic
result. Therefore, explicitly describing Ethereum as having a state transition function is
highly beneficial.
1Y(S,T)= S’2
Therefore, explicitly describing Ethereum as having a state transition function is highly
beneficial.

State
A state maintains all accounts linked by hashes and reducible to a single root hash
kept on the Blockchain. It is a large data structure known as a modified Merkle Patrica
Tries.

Transactions
Instructions from accounts that have been cryptographically signed define transactions.
On Ethereum, there are primarily two sorts of transactions: 1. Transactions that result in
message calls and 2. Transactions that result in contract generation.
When a contract is created, a new contract account is created that contains the
compiled smart contract's bytecode. It executes the bytecode whenever another
account sends a message to that smart contract.

1.2 EVM Instructions
The EVM operates as a stack machine with a depth of 1024 items. Each item is a 256-bit
word, which was chosen for its simplicity in 256-bit cryptography (including secp256k1
signatures and Keccak256 hashes). The transient memory that the EVM maintains during
execution (in the form of a word-addressed byte array) does not persist between
transactions.
However, contracts do include a Merkle Patricia storage trie (in the form of a wordaddressable word array), linked to the relevant account and a component of the
global state.
Smart contract bytecode that has been compiled runs as a variety of EVM opcodes
that carry out common stack operations like XOR, AND, ADD, SUB, etc. Additionally, the
EVM offers a number of stack operations related to block chains, like ADDRESS, BLANK,
BLOCKHASH, etc

1.3 EVM Implementation
The Ethereum Yellow Paper's standard must be followed in all EVM implementations.
The EVM has undergone a number of updates throughout the course of Ethereum's
five-year existence, and it has been implemented in a number of different programming
languages.
Every Ethereum client needs an EVM implementation. There are other independent
implementations as well, including
•
•
•
•
•

Py-EVM- Python
evmone - C++
ethereumjs-vm – Javascript
eEVM - C++
Hyperledger Burrow – Go

The above references are the only ones that mention the EVM function that is the basis
for Slice's functionality.

Code Execution
EVM code, often known as "Ethereum virtual machine code," is a low-level,
stack-based bytecode language used for Slice contracts. The code is made up
of a string of bytes, each of which stands for a different operation. Code execution
typically involves repeating an operation at the current programme counter, which
starts at zero, and then increasing the programme counter by one, until the end of the
code is reached or an error, STOP, or RETURN instruction is detected. The procedures can
store data in three different sorts of space.
• Memory is a byte array that is infinitely extensible.
• A key/value store for the contract's long-term storage.
• Storage remains beyond time, as contrast to stack and memory, which are
reset after computation is finished.
The code can also access the block header data, value, sender, and data of the
receiving message. It can also output a byte array of data.

EVM code's formal execution paradigm is surprisingly straightforward. The tuple (block
state, transaction, message, code, memory, stack, pc, gas) defines the whole
computational state of the operating Ethereum virtual machine, where block state is
the global state containing all accounts and contains balances and storage. Each
instruction has a unique description in terms of how it affects the tuple, and the
current instruction is determined by taking the pc byte of code at the beginning of
each round of execution (or 0 if pc >= len(code)).

For instance, SSTORE pushes the top two items off the stack and inserts the second item
into the contract's storage at the index provided by the first item, while ADD pops two
items off the stack and pushes their total, decreases gas by one and increases pc by
one. A basic implementation of Slice can be completed in a few hundred lines of code,
despite the fact that there are numerous ways to optimise the Ethereum virtual
machine execution through just-in-time compilation.

Blockchain and Mining

Despite certain changes, the Slice Blockchain and the Bitcoin Blockchain are very
similar in many aspects. Regarding the Blockchain architecture, the primary
distinction between Slice and Bitcoin is that, in contrast to Bitcoin, Slice blocks
contain a copy of both the most recent state and the transaction list. In addition,
the block has two additional values: the block number and the difficulty. Slice's
fundamental block validation algorithm is as follows.
(1) Verify that the previous block mentioned is both present and valid.
(2) Verify that the block's timestamp is less than 15 minutes in the future and
greater than the referenced previous block.
(3) Verify the validity of the block's block number, difficulty, transaction root, uncle
root, and gas limit (a number of low-level Slice-specific notions).
(4) Verify the validity of the proof-of-work on the block.
(5) Assume S[0] represents the block's final state.
(6) Assume that TX contains n transactions and is the block's transaction list.
Set S[i+1] = APPLY for all I in 0...n-1 (S[i],TX[i]). Return an error if any apps return an
error or if the total amount of gas used in the block up to this point has exceeded
GASLIMIT.
(7) Although adding the block reward given to the miner, let S FINAL be S[n].
(8) Verify that the final state root specified in the block header matches the Merkle
tree root of the state S FINAL. If so, the block is legitimate; if not, it is invalid.
Because the full state must be stored with each block, the method may appear extremely
inefficient as first, but in practise, efficiency should be on par with Bitcoin. Because the
state is saved in the tree structure, only a small portion of the tree needs to be
modified after each block. Since the bulk of the tree should be identical between two
adjacent blocks in most cases, pointers (i.e., hashes of subtrees) can be used to store
data once and reference it twice. To do this, an unique sort of tree known as a "Patricia
tree" is utilised, along with a tweak to the Merkle tree idea that makes it possible for nodes
to be added and removed, rather than simply updated, efficiently. Additionally, since
the entire Blockchain history is contained in the most recent block, there is no need to
retain it. If this were to be done for Bitcoin, it would save space by a factor of 5 to 20 times.
The "where" of contract code execution in terms of physical hardware is a frequently
discussed question. The process of executing contract code is defined in the state
transition function, which is a component of the block validation algorithm. As a result,
if a transaction is added to block B, the code execution spawned by that transaction will
be executed by all nodes, both present and future, that download and validate block B.

Third-party organisations or individuals may operate a full node on Slice Chain.
The Slice Chain might be added to and validated by a full node operator. For

better node operation execution when running a full node on Slice Chain, specific
hardware requirements are needed.

The performance of the chain and the owner's rewards may be greatly impacted
by setting up a node on a less powerful system.

Slice Chain will permit stakeholders and delegators to stake SLICE coins to run a node
once a sufficient number of SLICE coins are issued to the market since it is safeguarded
by proof-of-stake consensus.

Masternodes
A computer network that links to a Blockchain is referred to as a NODE in Blockchain
jargon. It stores an entire copy of the Blockchain that miners or validators utilise for
transaction verification, validation, and relay.
Before adding a block and a transaction to the block chain, nodes ensure sure they are
valid.The block-chain network and the node operator both gain intangible advantages
from operating a node. It improves the security of the network and user transactions.
The technique uses a fully randomised election procedure to select a random node
as the validator of the subsequent block. Age and size of the node are two variables
that affect the node selection process. The node's function on the Blockchain network
is to verify transactions.
A node will verify the validity of each transaction in the block before choosing it to
process the following block. The block will then be signed and added to the Blockchain.

| Sliceledger Masternode

Staking and Lending
With the help of Slice's staking and lending features, token holders may contribute
to making the block-chain network more secure by staking their assets in exchange
for rewards in the form of native tokens from the network. With its safe asset
safekeeping programmes, Slice Staking delivers fantastic rewards.

Slice Chain Applications
The application of the Slice Chain network and its flexibility in real-world use
situations

1. Digital Identity

The data on a Blockchain is unchangeable because it always stores unique entities.
Organizations and people will find it simple to access data anywhere in the world if
IDs are stored on Slice Chain. Considering that just one encrypted key is needed to
pass the authority's verification process, identity verification would become more
efficient.

2. Health & Pharmaceutical

Following the technological revolution, the healthcare industry is also turning to
technology. Blockchain technology may be used to transfer medical data,
authenticate products, and more. It is feasible to transport healthcare and research
data on Slice Chain with the SLICE Privacy protocol while maintaining privacy and
encryption.

3. Digital Payment

For transactions involving liquid and tradeable assets, Slice Chain offers incredibly
cheap, quick, and borderless services. With the usage of Blockchain, fin-tech will further
revolutionise the whole financial industry by making finance globally open and
decentralised.

4. Real Estate

The real estate business, like many other traditional industries, has been adversely
affected by block-chain disruption. Blockchain has become more beneficial in the real
estate sector as a result of aspects including property deals, the elimination of
intermediaries, ownership evidence, etc. Virtual property ownership is also in demand on
well-known Blockchain protocols like Decentraland and other virtual world initiatives.

5. Logistics

Blockchain technology is employed in the logistics sector to boost productivity with
features like less paperwork and automated processes. A transparent yet traceable
framework would be offered by Slice Chain to improve the workflow's organisation and
management.

6. Corporate Solution

Slice Chain will offer corporate solutions, including as Blockchain oracles, governance
systems, data accessibility, and off-chain transactions, to traditional as well as next
generation firms.

Governance

Slice Chain Governance Model
There are participants or token holders in the Slice Chain governance who more
precisely manage the Blockchain. Token holders would have to determine whether
they want to accept any changes to the protocol for the block chain or the addition
of new functionality. Following the majority vote of the participants, a decision is taken.
Only users who own tokens are permitted to participate in the voting event, which
lasts for a while.

Slice Protocols
To provide the maximum level of security, ease of transaction & distribution
of tokens and digital assets like NFTs, easy adaptability, and interoperability when
cross-chain implementation is carried out, redesigned protocols and the use of cutting
- edge technology are needed for Blockchain.

1.1 Rebate Protocol
SLICE introduces a revolutionary "Rebate" protocol that, after N transactions, can partially
compensate the user for transaction fees paid. The Rebate protocol is designed to
increase the transactional system's economic viability and adaptability among
Blockchain users and the broader industry. On the other hand, users are urged to use
Slice Chain more frequently in order to take advantage of the fee rebate. With its
Blockchain assets or tokens, Slice Chain's wallet system offers flawless and immediate
transfers, as well as a partial recovery of the fees [gas] that customers paid during the
Blockchain transaction.

Rebate Equation: The formula used by the system to determine how much money
should be returned to the user's wallet when fees are paid:
Trnx: Blockchain Transactions
N: The total number of transactions on the Blockchain
R: trigger for rebate at threshold
F: costs associated with the transaction
% of the transaction charge that is reimbursed

Total Reward is equal to (F * Reb), while NR.
(When N [number of trnx] reaches 1200 or more, the user can request a rebate
of 40% of the total fees F paid by all transactions. The present rebate is up to 33%
back on transaction fees, and the rebate protocol requires 1200 trnx with Slice Chain
in order to transmit the payments to the appropriate wallet.)
The transaction costs that are returned to the user will vary according to the gwei that
was used to complete the transaction.

The following is a requirement:
<5 gwei: 25% costs reimbursed
<9 gwei: 29% costs reimbursed
>=9 gwei: 33% costs reimbursed

Gas Equation
The term "gas" refers to the unit that calculates the amount of processing needed to
do particular tasks, such as block verification, whisper sync between nodes, or mining
on the Slice network. The native token of Slice, SLICE, is used to pay for gas.
Gas costs are expressed in gnit, which is a unit of SLICE with a value of 0.000000001
SLICE per gnit. For instance, you may say that your gas costs 1 gnit, which is the
smallest unit of SLICE, rather than 0.000000001 SLICE.
Below is just one illustration of how the system determines how much to charge for gas:
Total Fees = Gas Units (Maximum) * Per Unit Gas Price

1.2 GameX Protocol
The SLICE GameX protocol focuses on providing a cloud-hosted platform while
interfacing with applications like gaming, graphic editing, and rendering that
demand a substantial amount of processing power from the native system in
order to improve and create a lightweight user experience.
SLICE GameX Cloud can offer enough processing power to implement the highly
optimised application or computation, allowing users to continue using their
current setup without the need to update.

Aside from the Slice Cloud, any user can utilise the GameX Host
programme to contribute their computing resources to the GameX pool,
take part in the decentralised system, and receive prizes in their wallet.

The graphical process flow shows how a straightforward communication between two
endpoints can be executed from the user's lightweight console-heavy process with the
integration of the GameX endpoint with the conducive process and computations
because GameX can fulfil the computational requirement from its native endpoint,
requiring the user to only synchronise with the game node and cloud engine for the
game's basic initial inputs and let GameX handle the rest of the process.

1.3 Privacy Protocol
The security and privacy architecture is a crucial component of any Blockchain, hence
the SLICE Privacy protocol was created to offer privacy and information-obscuring
layers for maintaining anonymity and drastically reducing the chance of a data
breach or harmful traceability.

• Slice does not save any logs of trackers such as IP addresses, Geo Location, and other
metadata and cookies that can reveal the identity of our users and their assets
throughout the SLICE system, from Block Explorer to Node implementation.
• We are committed to creating a private yet auditable, transparent, and
community-driven network that is free from trackers and eavesdroppers because the
majority of our architecture is community-driven and run by a decentralised network.

The picture above shows how the user and Slice's ecosystem flow and interact.
Thanks to our privacy protections, every communication between the user and
Slice's ecosystem is kept secret and private, and every endpoint has an encrypted
layer to thwart online sniffers and trackers.

Slice Decentralized Exchange
The capacity to barter and trade with quick and secure network transactions is
the most crucial element for any digital asset.
A completely new range of barter has been made possible by decentralised exchange,
including open and transparent commerce as well as the exchange of digital assets
without centralised governance. As a result, access and control are spread and driven
by the support of the entire community. We are integrating a decentralised exchange
into our ecosystem that can be coupled with other Dapps and wallet services to create
a hospitable and convenient system for all of our users in order to maintain transparency
and create a web of trust with our users.

Features & Functionalities:

• Our DEX platform is equipped with the Slice Gatekeeper mechanism,
which ensures trade fulfilment with the highest level of security and verification
while eliminating threats like double-spending or value attacks. The gatekeeper
functions a s an automatic concierge, releasing the tokens for withdrawal only after
receiving confirmation from both peers who committed swap of their crypto tokens in DEX.
• Following user confirmation of the trade on the exchange, the gatekeeper receives
cryptocurrency tokens from the peer's wallet and deposits them for the swap. After
receiving confirmation from both peers, the gatekeeper waits for the transaction to be
verified by the miners. The token swap is committed and both peers receive their
exchanged tokens upon a successful verification. To ensure that a transaction can
be completed in accordance with the previously agreed terms, the Gatekeeper verifies
and supervises each exchange by enforcing the required protocols.

Decentralized Voting
for Token Listing & Delisting
• Community voting is used to determine if a token or coin should be listed or removed
from Slice's DEX. If the majority of voters agree, the token will be eligible for listing or
removal.
• As any suspicious conduct or trade activity of listed tokens can be out-casted by the
community, which results in the delisting of that relevant token, the community-based
method is necessary to preserve the crypto community scam-free from fraud tokens
and inflated altcoins.
• The same rule applies to listing the token, as the community must support the project
that wants to be listed on SLICE DEX in order for all of our traders to engage in open
trading without having to worry too much about risk factors. This policy ensures that
only innovative and community-friendly projects can be onboarded to our DEX.

Lower Exchange fees

• Reduced trade fees or an annual subscription-based model allows our users to
benefit from low cap trades and leverage small fluctuations in volatility into larger
cumulative hedge profits without having to worry about expensive exchange fees.
This is one of the best features we can provide to the community.

Secured Layer with Privacy Protocol

• In order for our DEX platform to be built with a focus on the security and privacy of our
users without allowing web trackers to obstruct the communication or transaction
between our users and the DEX platform, Slice's Privacy Protocol is applied throughout
the ecosystem.

Slice Wallet
We at Slice Labs are creating the Slice's Crypto Wallet, a tool that can help
customers with a number of chores and offer a wide range of functionality
while maintaining their privacy and security using industry-standard RSA &
ECDSA encryption methods.

• We at Slice Labs are developing the Slice's Crypto Wallet, a tool that can assist
users with a variety of tasks and provide a wide range of functionality while keeping
their privacy and security utilising RSA & ECDSA encryption techniques that are
industry-standard.
• The wallet's functionality can be expanded by integrating with various services and
third-party applications. Additionally, the wallet's owner can link the wallet to our
DEX, marketplace, node, and docker to transfer, receive, stack, and keep
their crypto assets.

Slice DevNet
Slice intends to launch "SLICE DevNet," a platform for programmers and app
developers that can hold a significant library of different codebases and testing
environments so they may build and create innovative concepts utilising our
framework and contribute their expertise.This is done in order to keep the community
thriving with innovation and upgrades in our technology.

Slice DevNet is designed to be fully integrated into the ecosystem and to serve as a
medium for connecting the developer community. It can also serve as a means of
paying developers by giving them the chance to be core team members for
development and coding and to earn rewards for the innovations they bring to the
ecosystem or for problems they fix by submitting improved source code and
committing to the DevNet.
Every component of Slice, including DEX, Native Coins, Wallet, Block Explorer, and
Docker, is open source and may be forked in order to receive further source code
updates.

